EXTRACT
from the United State Register of Legal Entities, Individual Entrepreneurs and Public Organizations
"TABLETOCHKI" CHARITY FOUNDATION

Identification code of a legal entity:
38805429

Registered address of a legal entity:
4/6 OMELIANOVYCHA-PAVLKENKA STREET, 14 FLOOR, CITY OF KYIV, 01010

Date and number of entry in the United State Register of Legal Entities, Individual Entrepreneurs and Public Organizations of Ukraine:
19.08.2013, 1 068 102 0000 034674

Surname, given name and patronymic of individuals having the authority to act on behalf of a legal entity without power of attorney, including the right to sign contracts; information on limitations in terms of a legal entity or individual entrepreneur representation:
Mr. BYKOV VIACHESLAV VALERIIOVYCH—CEO
Surname, given name and patronymic of individuals having the authority to act on behalf of a legal entity without power of attorney, including the right to sign contracts; information on limitations in terms of a legal entity or individual entrepreneur representation:
Ms. PUGACH SVITLANA YURIIVNA, Ms. YERMOLAIEVA OLHA YAROSLAVIVNA

Date and number of entry on inclusion in the register, name and identification codes of statistical authorities, the State Fiscal Service, the Pension Fund of Ukraine, where a legal entity is registered:
20.08.2013, MAIN DEPARTMENT OF REGIONAL STATISTICS, 21680000
20.08.2013, 265013132680, CHIEF DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE FISCAL SERVICE IN THE CITY OF KYIV, STATE TAX INSPECTORATE Pecherskyi DISTRICT (PECHERSKYI DISTRICT IN THE CITY OF KYIV), 39439980 (data on registration as a taxpayer)
20.08.2013, 0340812, CHIEF DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE FISCAL SERVICE IN THE CITY OF KYIV, STATE TAX INSPECTORATE Pecherskyi DISTRICT (PECHERSKYI DISTRICT IN THE CITY OF KYIV), 39439980 (data on registration as a single taxpayer)

Not subject to registration with the PENSION FUND OF UKRAINE due to adoption of Law of Ukraine No. 406-VII dated 04/07/2013 "On Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of Ukraine in Connection with the Administrative Reform"

Data on a main type of economic activity:
88.99 Other social work activities without accommodation, not incl. in other groups

Data on registration number of a single taxpayer:
0340812

Occupational risk class of a single tax payer under the main type of economic activity:
1

Data and time of extract issuance:
27.02.2020 09:37:04

Entered into the Register by: DEMESHKO V. V.

Document formed by: DEMESHKO V. V.